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“If you do not interfere in politics, politics will eventually interfere in your life.” Lenin

POLITICS OVERSHADOWING
MARKETS
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BREXIT
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Arguments - Stay
•

•

•

•

•
•

Terms of Trade favour
UK
UK would be excluded
from pending trade
deals
EU migrants a net
positive to UK
economy
Current account deficit
funded by EU capital
inflows
Possible rise of rival
financial centres
80% of businesses
want to stay in EU
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Arguments - Exit
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Nobody knows what would
really happen post-Brexit
Trade isn’t a major issue as GB
could negotiate separate trade
deals with Commonwealth,
WTO and US
The City was big business preEU and will remain so
afterwards
Migrants are taking GB jobs and
costing too much on welfare
Regain sovereignty and ability to
make own decisions
The size of the deficit means
that the EU will be more likely
to give GB a good deal postBrexit
Freedom from EU regulations
will make GB more efficient and
competitive
Boris Johnson’s views are emotionally charged
and frequently wildly inaccurate.
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UK Business: Investors on Hold

Investors in the UK and outside looking in have put their decisions on hold pending
resolution of the Brexit referendum. As the UK manufactures more cars than France,
this includes new investment into existing plant and machinery.
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Sterling Volatile pre-Referendum
Sterling volatility has spiked in the
run up to the referendum …

… particularly on recent news that
the Leave campaign is actually
pulling ahead of the Stay group.
As a result the cost of hedging
Sterling has reached levels not seen
since the financial crisis.
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Vote Result -- No Brexit
• Markets rebound strongly
– Particularly UK and EEC assets
– Sterling rises sharply

• Volatility falls
– ‘Risk on’ returns

• Haven assets fall
– Gold, Sovereign bonds

• Focus returns to
fundamentals
– Investors will act in more rational
manner
– But look out for the US election!

• Commodities continue to
rebound
– Oil/material prices to edge up
– Commodity nations pick up

• Sterling and Euro to
strengthen
– USD may move into sideways pattern

• Bond yields will rise
– Euro Sovereign bonds may return to
positive yield
– US Treasuries for capital preservation
– IG corporates remain attractive

• Equity markets should
recover
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Vote Result -- Brexit
• Markets fall sharply

• Commodities may surprise on
the upside

– Particularly UK and EEC assets
– Sterling and Euro fall

– Investor interest may turn to real assets
including commodities

• Volatility rises
– Rational markets remain a pipe dream
as fundamentals ignored

• Safe haven assets rise
– Risk off trades soar

• Populist parties take
heart
– Spanish election on Sunday
– EU break up more likely
– Watch out for Trump!

26th

• Currency turmoil in UK and
EEA
– Sterling could plummet and drag the
Euro with it
– Haven currencies Yen, CHF and USD to
rise

• Bond yields to fall
June

– Negative yields could be here to stay
– Maybe even in the US

• Equity markets will suffer,
particularly non-US
– UK/EEC in particular will fall
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Brexit: Wide National Disparity

10

What Next?
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US ELECTION IS ONLY
5 MONTHS AWAY
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US Election – Trump or not?
With Clinton and Trump
the likely presidential
candidates. Hilary
represents the
Establishment whilst
Donald is the maverick
cowboy whom even his
own party doesn’t like.

According to
a recent global poll,
only the Russians prefer
Trump over Clinton!
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Trump’s Economy
Moody’s Analytics reports that Trump policies:
• Result in a less global US economy
• Lead to larger government deficits and more debt
• Largely benefit high income households
• Result in a weaker US economy with higher unemployment

Policy
• Tax Reform
–
–
–

Cut marginal tax by 10% to
encourage savings and
investment
Corporation tax at 15% flat
rate
One-time 10% cash
repatriation tax

• Immigration Reform
–
–

Millions of undocumented
workers leave
End birthright citizenship

• Trade
–
–

45% Tariff on Chinese goods
35% Tariff on Mexican
goods

Cost
• Tax Reform
–
–
–
–

US$9.5 trillion shortfall in
taxes over next 10 years
Deficits financed by new debt
Treasury yields to 6.6% vs 4%
projected in next 10 years
Business cost of capital rises
despite lower marginal tax
rates

• Immigration Reform
–
–

3.5 million fewer workers
Americans not interested in
labour intensive, low paid
jobs

• Trade
–

Increases overall goods
import prices by 15%

Result
• Tax Reform
–
–

Debt load rises from 75% to
over 100% of GDP
Tax cuts benefit high income
households

• Immigration Reform
–
–
–
–
–

Fewer jobs
Severe labour shortage
Higher labour costs
Businesses raise prices
Consumer prices rise by 3%

• Trade
–
–
–

Retaliatory tariffs by China
and Mexico
US real exports fall $85 bn
Global trade shrinks 14

TIGHTER
IMMIGRATION
POLICIES
(Remove 11.3
million
undocumented
workers)

Workforce
↓ 5.1%
Population
↓ 3.5%
Severe
Labour
Shortage

Slower US
Economy

Higher
wage

costs
Fed raises
Interest rates

Higher cost
of goods /
services
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$9.5 trillion
cost
over decade

Spending
must be
reduced by 20%

LOWER TAXES
HIGHER SPENDING

HIGHER DEBT
LOAD

$9.5 trillion
cost
over decade

Higher
interest
rates

Private
investors
crowded out

Unemployment

Less jobs

7.4%

by 2021

Budget Deficit
$1 trillion 2020
$1.6 trillion 2026
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Tariffs
TOUGHER

45% on Chinese
goods

TRADE

35% on Mexican
goods

DEALS

WTO
Rules
Violated

Less Jobs
for
Americans

WTO
Sanctions

Less
US
Exports

Less

Retaliatory
Tariffs from
China &
Mexico

Global

Trade
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WAIT AND SEE
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Investors are Playing Safe: Equities
YTD 2016 Fund Flows to
Global Funds

$100 billion
outflows 2016 YTD

Investors have been selling non-US equities all year but the frenzy has picked up so close before the Brexit
referendum. Global funds have lost $100 billion YTD 2016 with assets flowing into bonds of all sorts and Gold.
Source: Morgan Stanley
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Investors are Playing Safe: Bonds

Investors globally are pouring money into bonds. Over 20% of all DM sovereign bonds yield less
than zero, mainly in euros and Yen. US 10-year Treasury yields are at their lowest since 2012
whilst HG Corporate is also being bid up. US corporates now yield 9 times more than their euro
denominated counterparts.
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GLOBAL MARKETS
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USDE: Bonds and US/EM Stocks

Emerging Markets
have recovered YTD

US Treasury 3-7 Year Index

Corporate Bond 1-10 Yr
Index

S&P Global 1200

S&P 500

MSCI Europe

FTSE 100

Nikkei 225

MSCI Emerging
Markets Index

3.90%

2.31%

-0.21%

2.60%

-7.05%

-5.97%

-4.47%

2.31%
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CCY: Bonds and US/EM Stocks

The big difference between USDE and
CCY returns has been the strength in the
Yen and to a lesser extent the Euro, as
well as the weakness in Sterling ahead
of the Brexit referendum.

CCY
Impact
USDE

US Treasury 3-7 Year Index

Corporate Bond 1-10 Yr
Index

S&P Global 1200

S&P 500

MSCI Europe

FTSE 100

Nikkei 225

MSCI Emerging
Markets Index

3.90%
0.00%
3.90%

2.31%
0.00%
2.31%

-0.21%
0.00%
-0.21%

2.60%
0.00%
2.60%

-9.93%
-2.88%
-7.05%

-2.22%
3.75%
-5.97%

-15.97%
-11.50%
-4.47%

2.31%
0.00%
2.31%
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US Equities: Dividend Advantage Continues
Featured on Bloomberg
TV recently courtesy of
an investment manager
from JP Asset
Management, one of the
largest asset managers
in the world.
In a low interest rate
environment, US
dividend paying and
growing companies are
an attractive place to
be.
In 2016 YTD the S&P 500 Dividend Aristocrat Index has risen by
10.08% compared to 2.60% for the S&P 500. Source: Bloomberg.
Data as of 15th June 2016.
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PORTFOLIO RESPONSE
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Portfolio Response – No Brexit
• Currencies
– Euro/£ should rally

• Fixed Income
– Safe haven bonds may sell off
and yields rise
– ECB bond buying will keep
Euro yields low
– No US rate rises until
December at earliest
– US Treasuries for capital
preservation/liquidity
– IG Corporates for small yield
pick up
– Maximum 5 year maturities

• Commodities
– No pick up anticipated in
materials
– Gold sells off
– Energy may rally on OPEC
mishaps

• Equities
– Overweight allocation
– ‘Risk on’ favours Europe and
EM stocks
– Valuations reasonable in US
– Within US stocks, favour
dividend payers
– Look to hedge Yen exposure if
currency appreciates further
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Portfolio Response -- Brexit
• Currencies
– US dollar bias
– Safe havens: Yen, CHF
– Avoid Euro/£ on Brexit

• Fixed Income
– US dollar issues only
– No US rate rises until
December at earliest
– US Treasuries for capital
preservation/liquidity
– IG Corporates for small yield
pick up
– Maximum 5 year maturities
as yield curve flattens

• Commodities
– No pick up anticipated in
materials
– Gold rallies further
– Energy may rally on OPEC
mishaps

• Equities
–
–
–
–

Neutral allocation
Favour US vs ROW
Valuations reasonable in US
Within US stocks, favour
dividend payers
– Look to hedge Yen exposure if
currency appreciates further
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Disclaimer

Disclaimer

BENCHMARKS
The S&P Global 1200 Index is a worldwide equity index representing 29 countries grouped in seven regional markets. The S&P Global 1200 Index was
launched in 1997. The S&P Global 1200 Index represents about 70% of the world equity market. The S&P Global 1200 Index is weighted by
market capitalization. The S&P Global 1200 Index is made of the following seven re-known indices: S&P 500 Index for the United States,
S&P Europe 350 Index for Europe, S&P/TOPIX 150 Index for Japan, S&P/TSX 60 Index for Canada, S&P/ASX All Australian 50 Index for
Australia, S&P Asia 50 for Asia, S&P Latin America 40 for Latin America. The S&P Global 1200 Index is calculated in real time in US
dollars using real time currency conversion for indices not traded in dollars. The S&P Global 1200 Index is reconstituted on an as needed
basis by Index Committees which includes representatives of all exchanges representing the underlying indices of the S&P Global 1200
Index.
S&P 500® is a trademark of The McGraw-Hill Companies. The S&P 500® Index tracks the stock performance of 500 US companies across four
industry groups. It is a market-value weighted index with each stock's weight in the index proportionate to its market value.
This literature does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation for any securities offered by BIAS and cannot disclose all risks and significant
elements of an investment therein.
Certain statements contained within this literature are forward looking statements including, but not limited to statements that are predications of or
indicate future events, trends, plans or objectives. Undue reliance should not be placed on such statements because by their nature they
are subject to known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results could differ materially from projected results due to numerous
factors, many of which are beyond our control.
Information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy and completeness, and the opinions based thereon, are not
guaranteed and no responsibility is assumed for errors and omissions

PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.

Registered Investment Advisor with the U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission. Licensed to conduct investment business by The Bermuda
Monetary Authority. Licensed by the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority to conduct investment business.
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